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In this paper a new concept, injection geometries, is considered. This provides a 
common generalization of matroids and permutation geometries. Different systems 
of axioms and various examples are given. Theorem 5.1 provides an extremal set 
theoretic characterization of injection designs. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Denote by N the set of positive integers i, 1 < i < n, Nd = ((a, ,..., ud) : 
1 < a, ( n, 1 < i < d} is the set of all sequences of length d in N. 
A partial diagonal or injecfive set is a set A c Nd such that all elements of 
A are different in all d coordinates, i.e. there are no ai b E A with ci = bi for 
some 1 < i < d. Of course, each A with IA 1 < 1 is injective. 
Clearly, the definition implies IA 1 < n. If equality holds A is called 
diagonal. 
Note that in the case d = 1 each A c N is injective, for d = 2, A is 
injective iff it is the graph of a bijective function between subsets of N. In 
particular A is diagonal iff it is the graph of a bijection N + N, i.e., it 
corresponds to a permutation. In general, an injective set A c Nd can also be 
considered as a function f with domain (a, : (a, ,..., cd) E A} and f(a,) = 
( uz, ax,..., ad). The name “injective” comes from the fact that A is injective if 
and only if each projectionfi(a,) dAf ai is an injective function. 
The intersection of injective sets is necessarily injective (0 is injective!) 
but their union need not be injective. Two injective sets A and B are called 
disjoint if A n B = 0 and A U B is injective. 
Now we are ready to define injection geometries. Suppose Xc Nd, J is a 
family of injective subsets of X, i.e., &’ c 2x and & is partitioned into 
sy’oudl u *-* U JB,, J$ # 0 # SQ,. Then ~4’ is called an injection geometry 
of rank r if F(i) through F(iii) hold. 
F(i) .J@’ is closed under intersection (A, B E J/ implies A fl B E XT). 
F(ii) If A E 4, B E 4, and A c B, then i 4 j holds. 
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F(iii) Given disjoint injective sets A, B with IBI = 1 and A E &i. 
0 < i < r, there exists a unique A’ E d+, verifying A UB c A’. Moreover, 
for any A ” E &’ verifying A U B c A “, A ” I> A ’ holds. 
The family 4 is called the system of flats of rank i of the injection 
geometry. 
In analogy with matroids the members of the family -& along with the 
ground set X can be called the closed sets. 
Note that for d = I an injection geometry is simply the family of flats of a 
matroid (cf. [ 131). For d = 2 it is slightly more general than permutation 
geometries (cf. [3]). 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Free Injection Geometry). For an arbitrary Xc Nd 
define 5(X) = {Fc X, IFI = i, F is injective}. If x# 0, then 
.Y- = F. U . . . U ;7; is the free injection geometry of rank r on X. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Suppose Yi = {S, ,..., S,} is a star with center C, i.e., 
Sin Sj = C for 1 < i <j & t, X Ef U Sq c Nd. Moreover, each Si is 
injective. Define Y. = {C). Then Y. U 9, is an injection geometry of rank 1. 
Note that in this example C = 0 is permitted. Moreover, 9’ = 96 U ci”‘i, 
where 5“; = (0J and 9; = {S - C = S E Y,}, is an injection geometry on 
x-c. 
An important special case of Example 1.2 is 
EXAMPLE 1.3 (Permutation Cube, cf. [5]). Suppose 9i is a set of nd-’ 
pairwise disjoint diagonals of Nd, Y. = (0). Then 9 = Y. UYl is an 
injection geometry of rank 1. 
If each A E & is contained in some A’ E d,, then the injection geometry 
sf is called regular. If d is regular and each member of dr is a diagonal 
then & is called jiulf. 
The injection geometry 9 from Example 1.2 is regular. It is full iff 
1 Si\ = n holds for all i. 
It is much more complicated to give examples of full injection geometries 
of higher rank. 
Suppose P is a set of permutations on { 1,2 ,..., n}, i.e., P is a subset of S,. 
P is called sharply l-transitive if for any two ordered I-tuples ((a, ,..., a,), 
(b ,,..., b,)) of distinct elements of N there is a unique z E P satisfying 
$ai) = b, for 1 < i & 1. Sharply l-transitive sets are just Latin squares. Each 
abstract finite group has a representation as sharply l-transitive permutation 
group. For I > 2 all sharply l-transitive groups have been classified by 
Jordan and Zassenhaus (cf. [12]). 
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EXAMPLE 1.4. Suppose P is a sharply I-transitive set, and X= Nd. 
Define 4 = {A cX: A is injective. of size i), 0 < i < Z, 4 = {{(i, n*(i),..., 
xd(i)), l<i<n}: 7rjEP,2<j<d}. Then d=Jy’U~.~Ud, is an injec- 
tion geometry of rank 1. 
Given a permutation group G on N, define a sequence G,, G,, G*,..., of 
subgroups of G and a sequence x,, x2 ,..., of points of N inductively by the 
rules: 
(i) G, = G; 
Cii> xi+ 1 is a point not fixed by Gi, and Gi+ I its stabilizer in Gi. This 
sequence must terminate, since N is finite: that is G, = 1 for some r. 
DEFINITION 1.5 (cf. [3]). G is called geometric of rank r if for 
0 < i < r - 1, Gi is transitive on the set of points which it does not fix and 
G,= 1. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Suppose G is a geometric group of rank r and 
Y’ = ( y’,..., y/i} is the set of fixpoints of Gi, 0 < i < r. Define J$ = ( { (7c, ($), 
&%.., n,(9)): I<j,<l,}: n,EG, l<s<d}, O<i<r. Then M’= 
-do u *. . U b&r is an injection geometry of rank r, clearly ,oP is full and for 
AEc<wehave(Al=IYiI=Zi. 
Note that every I-sharply transitive group is geometric of rank 1. 
Geometric groups with E, = 0, 1, = 1; i.e., doubly transitive, have been 
classified by Kantor [9]. The non sharply transitive ones are GL(r, 2), 
n = 2’- 1; AGL(r - 1, q), n =qrel, and two more groups on 15 and 16 
points, respectively. 
In general GL(r, q) is geometric of rank r with I, = 0, 1, = q - 1, 
n=qr- 1. 
In [4] the procedure of blow-up is described which provides new examples 
from existing ones. As a matter of fact in [4] only the case d = 2 is 
considered but the general cases can be treated similarly. Another class of 
geometric groups (those with r = 2, I,, = 0) was considered in [ 11. They act 
as sharply edge-transitive group of automorphisms of some digraphs. 
2. SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF INJECTION GEOMETRIES 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let xz’ = Jo u ..a U dr be an injection geometry of 
rank r. 
(i) IfA,BEdandA<B, thenA=B; 
(ii) ]J&] = 1; 
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(iii) Any element of XY -J& is the least upper bound (in .w’) of 
elements in dl. 
ProoJ: (i) Suppose A #B, i < t. Then B -A is nonempty, we may take 
b E B -A. Thus by the axiom F(iii) there is a unique C E d+ i which 
covers A and b. Again by F(iii), C < B holds-in contradiction with F(ii). 
The argument is similar for i = r. 
(ii) Let A be the intersection of all elements of d. By F(ii) A E SB,, 
and by the definition of A, A c B holds for all B E -do. Thus part (i) of the 
proposition implies A = B. 
(iii) Choose A E & and let A’ E J$ be maximal subject to the 
conditions that A’ <A and A’ is the last upper bound of elements of L&, . 
Suppose for contradicition A’ #A and let a be an element of A -A’. Then 
{ai is disjoint from the unique element of dro thus it is covered by a unique 
element B E -&, . As A n B & dO, A n B E &i and thus B <A holds. Then 
A’ and B have an upper bound in Sp which is strictly larger than A’, a 
contradiction. I 
For A,BE&, and A cB we define the interval [A,B] by [A,B] = 
(CE&:A<C<Bl. 
The next proposition is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For A c B, A, B E &’ the set-system [A, B] is the 
family offlats of a matroid on B. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose L& is an injection geometry of rank r A E d., 
B E -@J, A n B E ,P,, i + j - t < r, and A U B is injective. Then there exists 
DE&,forsomeE<iSj-tsuch thatA<D,B<D. 
ProoJ We apply induction on i - t. If i = t then A f7 B <A implies 
A <B, i.e., A U B = B is an upper bound for A and B. Now suppose 
a E A - B and let B’ be the unique upper bound of B and a in d+, . Also 
let C’ be the unique upper bound of A n B and a in df+ i . Define t’ by 
AnB’EJy;,,,. By F(iii) we have C’ <A n B’. Thus t < t’. Consequently 
the least upper bound D of A and B’ in &’ (which exists by the induction 
hypothesis) satisfies A U B’ c D and D E dk, for some k’ < i + j + 1 - 
(t’+ l)<i+j-t as desired. 4 
3. RANK FUNCTION IN INJECTION GEOMETRIES 
Let us define the rank function rJ: 2x + {O,..., r} U {co } for each injection 
geometry ~8’ of rank r by rud(F) = min {i: F c A E 4) for F c X (r,(F) = 00 
is understood if F is not contained in any A E &‘). Usually we omit the 
subscript J& and write simply r(F). 
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The next proposition collects important properties of the rank function 
r(F)* 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
R(i) r(F) is a nonnegative integer or 00. 
R(ii) r(0) = 0, r(x) < 1 or r(x) = co for all x E X. 
R(iii) r(F) is monotone (A c B implies r(A) < r(B)). 
R(iv) If F is not injective then r(F) = co holds. 
R(v) Suppose A c B n C, r(A) = r(B), and r(C) < 00. Then r(B U C) 
< co. 
R(vi) Zf F, G c X and r(F U G) < 00 then r(F) + r(G) > r(F n G) + 
r(F U G) holds (submodularity). 
Proof: Only (v) and (vi) need a proof. 
Proof of (v). Set r(A) = i and suppose A c F, B c G, F, G E 4. Now 
A c B implies A c F n G. Using r(A) = i and Proposition 2.1(i), we infer 
F = G. Choose HE & satisfying Cc H, this is possible because of 
r(C)< co. Then AcBnCcFnH implies again F=FnH, i.e., F<H. 
Thus B c H. Hence B U C c H, proving r(B U C) < co. 1 
Proof of (vi). Suppose r(F U G) = k, r(F) = i, r(G) = j, r(F n G) = t, and 
let D, A, B, C be corresponding minimal sets in ~2 containing them. As 
FsA,G~B,FuGsD, we have FSAnD,GEBnD. As AnD, 
B f7 D E ~2, A s D, B & D. By the minimality of D, D is the least upper 
bound of A and B, thus by Proposition 2.3, we have 
k = rank D & r(A) + r(B) - r(A n B) 
=i+j-r(AnB)<i+j-r(C)=i+j-t. I 
Remark 3.2. If r(F) is finite, then r(G) is finite for all G E F in view of 
(iv). Thus this proposition shows that r(G) defines a matroid in the usual 
way, moreover this matroid is the same as [PI, F]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose r is a function on X satisfying R(i-vi) of 
Proposition 3.1, moreover for some positive integer k we have that r(F) is 
finite for every injective subset of size k of X. Define 4. = {A c X: r(A) = i, 
A f B implies r(B) > i}, 0 < i < k. Then J = d0 U .a. U dk is an injection 
geometry of rank k whose rank function coincides with r for all F c X with 
r(F) < k. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We have to prove that F(i-iii) hold. F(ii) holds 
trivially. Let us prove F(i). Suppose A E 4, BE 4. As A nB <A, 
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r(A n B) = t is finite. So for some C E 4 we have A n B 5 C. Suppose for 
contradiction that the inequality is strict and say A ~5 C. 
Since r(A n B) = r(C), R(v) implies that r(A U C) is finite. By definition 
r(A U C) > r(A), yielding r(A U C) + r(A n C) > r(A U C) + r(A n B) > 
r(A) + r(C), contradicting (vi). Now we prove F(iii). 
Suppose r(A) = i < k. Then the matroid [0, A] has rank i, consequently it 
has a basis B = {x1,..., xi}. Suppose A U {b} is injective, then B U {b} is 
injective of size at most k, thus r(B U {b}) < 0~). R(vi) yields 
i < r(B U {b)) < i + 1. If r(B U {b}) = i, then R(v) yields r(A U {b)) < 00, 
and by R(vi) r(A U {b}) < ‘, z contradicting the maximality of A. Thus 
r(BUfb~)=i+l.LetHbeamaximalsetofranki+lcontainingBU{b). 
Then H E &‘, consequently A n H E J/. We infer from B c A n H c A that 
AnH=A, i.e., AcH. This means HE~$+,,AU{b}cH. Suppose 
AU{b}cH’E&. ThenHnH’Ed,AU{b}cHnH’,yieldingi+l= 
r(AU {b})<r(HnH’)<r(H)=i+ I, i.e., Hnw Ed,,. Since 
H,HnwEd3(+,, H n H’ c H, the definition of d+ i implies H = H n H’, 
i.e., H c H’. 1 
4. INDEPENDENCE IN INJECTION GEOMETRIES 
Suppose Xc Nd and r: 2’ -+ NU {co ] is a rank function verifying 
R(i-vi). C$l a subset IcX independent if r(1) = )I/ (in particular, 
r(1) < co), and critical if r(1) = co but r(J) < co for all proper subsets J of I. 
Let Y(Q) be the collection of all independant (critical) subsets of X, respec- 
tively. Set @* = {D c X: 3C E 59, C c D}, i.e., D E SF’* iff r(D) = 00. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. 
I(i) ,P is a nonempty complex of injective subsets of X (i.e., 0 E 9’, 
and A c B E X implies A E ,P ), if {x, y} is not injective then {x, y} E SF*. 
I(ii) If A~C~Z~*,AE~P,CU{X)E~* then (A U {x)) E 
iF*uY-. 
I(iii) If A,BEf,lAl <lB/, and r(A U B) < a) then there exists 
b E B such that (A U {b}) E .Y-. 
Proof: (i) is evident by R(iv) and the submodularity of r. To prove (ii) 
set B = A U {x} and suppose for contradiction r(B) = r(A) < CO. Now 
A, B, C verify the assumptions of R(v). Thus r(B U C) = r(CU {x}) < 00, 
contradicting (CU {x}) E S*. The validity of (iii) follows from the fact that 
[0, A U B] is a matroid. i 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If B $ D E Q then B E f. 
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ProoJ Suppose for contradiction r(B) < ]B ] < co and let A E Y satisfy 
A c B, r(A) = r(B). Choose XE B -A and define C= D - {x}. The 
application of I(ii) yields B E 5Y*, a contradiction. 1 
Given the families of independent and critical subsets one can define a 
rank function in the following way. Set r(F) = co if Cc F holds for some 
CEg. Otherwise set r(F)=max {111:IcF,IIE.Y}. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose ,P, %Y c 2x uerifv I(i-iii), Y n %Y = 0, and the 
rank function r is defined as above. Then r fulfills R(i-vi). 
ProoJ R(i-iv) hold trivially. To prove R(vi) just note that if 
r(FU G) < co, then I(i) and I(iii) give that [o, FU G] is a matroid, yielding 
the submodularity. 
Finally we prove R(v). Suppose A, B, C is a counterexample in which 
] B U C] is minimal. We may suppose A E .P. In fact, otherwise just replace 
A by A’~A,A’E,P, and r(A’)=r(A)=r(C). Suppose xE(B-C). The 
minimality of IB U C] implies that A, B - (x}, C is not a counterexample, 
i.e., (B U C - {x}) @ g*. Thus we may apply I(ii) to A’ =A, B’ = A U {x), 
C’=BuC-(x}. We infer A U {x} E g*, in contradiction with 
r(B)<co. 1 
5. INJECTION DESIGNS AND EXTREMAL PROBLEMS 
Here we suppose X = Nd. The injection geometry &’ = do U . . . U dr is 
called an injection design of type {lo,..., I,} if 0 < 1, < 1, < .a. < I, and for all 
AEd,IAI=li holds, O<i<r. 
In the case d = 1 an injection design is just a matroid design, i.e., a 
matroid in which flats of the same rank have the same size (cf. [ 111). Clearly 
if ~4+ = .J& U . m a U dr is an injection design then so is SQ, LJ ..a U 4, 
1 < i < r, too. It is called the truncation of xZ’. Among the examples given in 
the first section only Example 1.2 is not an injection design. 
An easy computation and induction on i gives 
(1) 
Note that F(i) implies 
IAnA’ E {lo,..., I,-J for A #A’ E dr. (2) 
If Y is a family of E,-element injective subsets of Nd satisfying (2) then F 
is called an {I,,,..., &}-system. 
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For d = 1 it was proved in [6] that for n > n,(l,) 
moreover, 
Here we use (4) to prove the following generalization of (3). 
THEOREM 5.1. For an arbitrary {&,..., &}-system F on Nd 
holds provided n > n,(l,). 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Moreover, in case of equality K is an injection design. 
Proof: We prove (5) by induction on I,. Suppose first 1, = 0. For x E Nd 
define X(x) = {F - {x} : x E FE Sr}. Denote by Y the set of points of Nd 
which together with x form an injective set. That is, Y is obtained from Nd 
by omitting the points of the hyperplanes through x. Thus Y can be 
considered as (N - l)d and ST(x) is an {Z, - l,..., I, - 1 }-system on Y. By 
induction we have 
Ill G n ((n- l)-(lj- l))d (I, - 1) - (Zj - 1) = n (n - lj)" 1, - lj * (6) l<j<r I<j<r 
Summing (6) over all x E Nd, we infer 
which is equivalent to (5). 
Suppose next IO > 0. If ]nsT] < 1,, then (4) implies ]sT] < c(Z,)(n”)‘- ‘, 
yielding (5) for n > n,(l,). 
Thus we may assume that there is an A c Nd, IA I= I, such that A c F 
holds for all F E .7. Therefore A is injective. Thus ST(A) E‘ {F - A : F E Y} 
can be considered as a {O, I, - lo,..., r I - I,}-system on (N - Io)d, and (5) 
follows by induction. The characterization of equality is merely technical, it 
is left to the reader. a 
For n > n,(l,), (5) implies that if JX? = do U I.. U -pP, is an injection 
design with flats of size I,,..., 1, then &r is not extendible as an {lo,..., I,.}- 
system. Our next result shows that if d > 2 then this is true even without the 
assumption n > no(&). In [8] the same is conjectured for d = 1 and is proved 
for all known examples of matroid designs. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. If d > 2 and ~4~ is the family of hyperflats of an 
injection design M’ of type (I,,..., r 1 ) and B 6? M’, 1 B 1 = I,, B is injective, then 
there exists A E dr with IBnA,[ & {lo,..., 1,). 
Proof: Apply induction on 1,. First we settle the case 1, = 0, r = 1. Then 
dr is a partition of Nd, d0 = {la}. Thus B # 0. Consequently B nA # 0 for 
some A E dr. Now B 6?2 -pP, implies 0 < 1 B n A I < I,, as desired. 
In the general case suppose that B is a counterexample. Assume first that 
IA n Bl E {h,,..., ,. l}holdsforallAE~.Ifl,>OandA,E~O,thenA,cB 
follows. Consider &‘(A,)= {A --A,:,4 E &‘} and B-A,. Then the 
induction hypothesis together with [B n A I = 1 (B - A ,J n (A - A J I + 1, 
yields the contradiction. 
Thus there exists a maximal i, 0 Q i < r and A E 4 so that IA n BI & 
&J,..., I,} holds. Let Al,..., A,,, be the collection of flats of rank i + 1 in &’ 
which contain A. Since J is an injection design, m = (n - li)d/(li+, - li) and 
by the maximality of i, B should intersect all of the pairwise disjoint sets 
Aj -A, 1 <j < m, which form an injection des$n of the type {0, li+ , - li} on 
some Y of the form (N - li)d. Since B n Y *z B, is injective, 1 B, I < n - li. 
We infer n - li > m = (n - li)d/(li+, - li) which is possible only if d = 2, 
n=li+l, and I B, I = n - li. However, this implies I B - Y I > li, i.e., by injec- 
tivity A c B, contradicting the choice of A. m 
6. REPRESENTATION OF INJECTION GEOMETRIES OVER FIELDS 
Suppose m > r > 1 and V, ,..., Vd are disjoint copies of the m-dimensional 
vector space over a fixed field K (K may be infinite). Set 
V = V, 0 V, 0 . . . 0 V,. For a subspace W of V let rri( PI”) be its canonical 
projection onto Vi. The subspace W is called transversal if dim zi( IV) = 
dim W holds for 1 < i < d. 
It is easy to see that for r < m the collection of all transversal subspaces of 
dimension at most r is an injection geometry of rank r. 
For a subset A of V let (A) denote the smallest subspace containing it. 
Clearly r(A) = dim (A) if (A) is t ransversal and co otherwise. 
Suppose JX? is an injection geometry on X. It is called representable over 
the field K if for m sufftciently large (it may be much larger than r) one can 
find a subset Y c V and a l-l correspondence a, between the elements of X 
and Y so that r(A) = r@(A)) holds for all A c X. 
Note that for d = 1 we get back the usual notion of matroids representable 
over K. 
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Instead of all injective subsets of X, we could have considered an an 
arbitrary hereditary family (complex) fl of subsets of X in the axioms. The 
objects obtained in this way can be called F-geometries or squashed 
geometries. The equivalence of the different systems of axioms can be proved 
in the same way. For example, if X, U X, U -a. U X, is a partition of X and 
Y is the family of all partial transversals, Sr = {F c X: jF n Xi1 < 11, we 
obtain transversal geometries, which were first considered in a slightly less 
general form in [7]. 
In continuation of the present work, in [ 141 other equivalent systems of 
axioms (base, circuit, closure) for F-geometries are given. 
In a forthcoming paper we consider various constructions of squashed 
designs, in particular, injection designs. Recently much work has been done 
in examination of structures related to matroids. Let us mention, as an 
example, greedoids which already have a long literature (cf. Korte & Lovisz 
[lo], Bjorner [2]). 
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